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O. Introdu :tion 
SOtUe al}.~ebraic onstructions are recursive, others are riot. The authors are 
concerned with the recursive contcnl of algebraic o~lstructions. Motivation and a 
summary of results for a variety of s{ructures (orderings, vector spaces, Boolean 
algebras~ wilt be found in [5]. Here we confine ourseI~es to vector spaces over 
recursive ?adds and their dependence relations, The context of vector spaces afford:; 
a good ~est for how well recursion ~heory mixes with algebra and is, in additio~L 
universatly understood, There have be .n  several subject:, which are fruithJl 
amalgams of mathematical disciplines (e.g. algebraic topology, topological groups), 
and we reiterate the hope expressed by Rabin [8] that computable algebra is 
another. 
The present paper contains two innovations. One is in the investigation of the 
lettice .27(V.) of r.e. subspaces of the ~t0-dimensio:lal space t,'~ over a counCable 
recursive field F. We model our study of .2T(V~) c,:~ Pos*'s study [7] of the lattice 
dT0o) of r.e. subsets of ~he nonnegative integers ~o. Immediate difficulties arise from 
the ff~ct *b.at .~(~) is a distributive lattice while Aq(V..) is merely modular (see [0}). 
it is this fact more or tess which prevents transfer of any but the easiest results from 
:,f(~o) to 5~(V:~,) by direct coding. The study of J : ? (V . )  becomes tudy of effective 
{'rojective geometry rat:her than svddy of effective set theory. The second innova- 
tton is the adaptation of the lh~ite injury priority method to meet algebraic 
requirements. 
Section 1 disposes of preliminaries. Sections 2, 3 and ,I progress from "wait and 
see" arguments to the ,~:onstruction f a maximal space with a cohesive comple- 
ment, and constitute a virtually self contained introductiov, to priority arguments, d.
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Remmel [9, I0] has adopted the Sacks infinity injur:  priority method [I31 to ,aec~ 
algebraic requiremem:s. There is some ovcr!ap of ~he ~esults of Sections 2 aad 3 
with results independently oa~ained i~ R. GuM's dissertation [41 m~.der J.C.E. 
Dekker. In Sections 5, 6 creative spaces are looked at as analogues of creative sets. 
Stronger and closer analogue% effective universal homogeneous spaces, are then 
introduced and found to sati.~.fy :he corresponding Myhil! isomorphism theorem 
while creative spac,~s do n~t. 
It is certainly possible to deveh',p analogous q~eorics fcr other sm~cmres, but at 
present each st.lcl ~, development requires !~lg~ '.mHc fac~, spccia~ to each subject. 
Building from Fr/ilich and Shepherdson [3] and Rabin [8], the authors "',,ill in a 
sequel carry out the analogous development for a completely effectively presented 
algebraically closed field F .  of transcendence d gree N,, and its (nonmodular) lattice 
~(F=) of algebraically closed subfields. The general situation is no: unlike the one 
i~n a-recursion theory [12] and recursion theory of higher *ypes. Definitions 
equivalent in ~(w)  s~tit into inequivalent ones in the new context --- experimenta- 
tion reveals which definitions lead to a smooth and useful theory. In turin both this 
process and the resu!t:~ 3 th.eory improve and deepen insight into f (a , )  i{seg. 
1. Reduction to Y~ 
Let V~ be the ~0-dimensionat vector space over a countable rectlrsive field F 
consisting of all finitely nonzero co-sequences of elements of F under poimwise 
operations. Effectively list V:o without repetitions as v,~. ,a~,... .  Write ~-t, = n if 
v = ~',, call #v  the G6de! number of v and identify ~#z, wi~h v arid ~o with ~.. 
whenever c~nwenient. If e, ~s the ca-sequence with ith term I, all other ~erms 0. then 
Co, e~ . . . .  is an r.e. basis of V~. The operations of "~4~. can be performed effectively. 
We now introduce certain cIasses of r.e. vector spaces and red~ce their study to 
the study of V~. 
In informal terms, an r.e. ~resenwd space is~me in which vectors can be ettec~ive!y 
~isted, vector added, scalar a~iltip!ied and (if equal) found equal. More formally, an 
r.e. ,~resented space V over a cotmtable recursive field F consists of 
(i) a~ r.e. set I VI of n~mnegative integms, 
(ii) operaHoas of vector addition and scalar ma[tipHca4~m which are partial 
recursive, 
(iii) an r.e. congrue~ce r latiof~ -~ on V such that V rood ~ is ~ vector space. 
As a mode], V = {{ Vi, + , . .  ~ ~. [t should be noted that V rood e, is a vector space 
in the textbook sens~ whiie. ; '  may no~ be one. 
Informally, a rechr:.ively preset~ted ~pace is an r.e. presemed one with the, 
additional property that if vectors are unequal ~his ca~ also be frond ont. Formally 
this amounts to requiring that V x V - ( ~ ) is r.c. :~." is m,°e~aliy presented if V is 
r.e. presented and ~- is the identity. A normally prc.:;e~ted space is of course 
recursively presented. 
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h~formai|y, a~ ~.c. prc!<n{cd space is s;dd to ha~c a de{~e~m~e~we , aori~.hm. if ~here. 
is a~ e,t,:<t~e test for depen~.~c~ec of vectors in 'g/. More formaliy, this is tb;, 
requirement hat the set of ~;-mp~es (c~o . . . . .  ~;,,) (n =0, ! ,2  . . . .  ) from ~, with 
v, . . . . .  v,, dependent  is a recursive se~. 
We may c'~assify r.e. presented spaces by ;ecursive ismaorphism. We say 
] : (V  rood :~) ..... ( ! " rnod  ~,') is a recursive isomorphism if f is a vector space 
isc, moq'~hism and {(.'~'. y) C V x V~if:(x rood ~:' ) :': (y rood ~')} is an r.e. s~5:t. "Is 
rccur.,,iveiy isomorphic to" is ::m equivalence rc|ation on r.e. presented spaces; the 
equivnlenec k~sscs are recursive isor~orphism types. All the notions ir~tre;duced so 
f~r are invariant under recursive isomorphisms and the easy proposit ions that 
foltow reduce ~;~eir s~.udy to the stuuy of ~(V~:). 
Proposit ion 1.1. Et~ery r.e. preset:ted sp~:ce is recursive[y iso.~norphic to V,, rood W 
Proof. St~ppose ¥' ~: (! V!. + , . ,  :-= ) is r,e. preseuted and W is an r.e. subspace o~ 
1,1 "Fhe~ x~::wy means x -~y  ~ W ~md V rood W is the r.e. presented ( !V! ,  
. ! , . ,  ; ~, ). The second assertio|~ is proved by applying this to %,. To prove the first 
ic~ V be r.e. presented and ;et v,,, c,, . . . .  be a~ effective nmnerat ion of its elements. 
l~et L : V~--, V rood ~:~. be au)  recursive linear tra_n.sformation such that L(e , )= v~. 
~i ~" is the .~e., . . . . . . .  ~,c~ of L, then '~'~,~- ~:~- ,.~.e . . . . . .  t ~'-,) an~ V,, rn~ ~ W is recursivety isomorphic 
Proposition 1.2. Ever), recursively presented space is isomorphic to V~ mod W wit~ 
W ~ ~g~(V,) and W a recursive subset of V~,.. C~nversely, if W ~_ ZP(V.~) is a recursive 
s~bset ~Lf V,~, the~ V~. rood W is recursive@ i)resented. Every recursiveiy presented 
s?~,~ce is r~'~" '~_c's~l', ,"y isomorphic to a . . . . . . . .  ,ormtdlt;: ,presented space. 
Proof, We prove the tas{ assertion. List V effectively as v0, v, . . . . .  List those n such 
~!~a~ for no n '< n is a~, ~ a,. (in order of magah' ide as no< n ,< ' " ) .  Then 
V' = {P,0, n~ . . . .  } is ~-.- recursive set. Let f(v,, rood ~--~ ) be the unique nj with v~ -z---~ v,.  
Then V' can be made into a recursively presented space in exac@ one way so that f 
is a recu~sive isomorphism. 
A space W ~ .~:'(~,~) is said to be complemented if there exists W'~ .g(V~) such 
that WN W'=: {0} and WL~ W'= V~. 
Proposit ion 1.3. Ever), r.e. presemed space with a dependence a]gorithm is recur- 
sively isomorphic to V,~modW where W E~(V~, )  i. complemented. For ever~ 
complemented W E ,hq(V~.) V,, rood W f~ ~s a dependence algorithm. 
We fi~3t prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.4, An r.e. presented space V has a dependence algorithm if and oniy if i: 
has a~ r.e. basis. 
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ProoL Suppose V has a deperldence algorithm. If V = {v0, v~ . . . .  } is an r.e. li:~t ,~f 
V, enumerate a sublist by keeping v, ~f and on y if it is independent of v0 . . . . .  v,_~ in 
V rood ~.  This sublist is an r.e. basis for V. 
Conversely, suppose V has an r.e. basis f,~,b~ . . . . .  We can effectively list all 
linear combinaticns of the b~'s ince the field F is rec" rsive and vector addition and 
scalar multiplication are partial recursi,,e. If v ~ V and v ~ ~ e~,b, this representa- 
tion will be found since ~ is ~.e. Thus we can effectively express each v eE V as a 
linear combination of basis elements. For a commoa k, write 
4, 
t'~ = ~ o:ijej, 
j=o 
0~i~n-1 .  
Then vo . . . . .  v,_~ are dependenl if and only if the n x k matrix [~i] has rank less 
than n. TMs rank can be effectively compated by row reduction over the recmsive 
field F. 
Proof of 1.3. Sup rose that V has a dependence algorithm, Then by 1.2 V is 
recursively isomorphic to V~mod W for WESt'(V,,,), Then V~mod W has a 
dependence algorithm and hence (by 1.4) aq r.e. basis b',, b'~ . . . . .  Letting W ' be the 
subspace generated by b;, b~ . . . .  we have that W f) W'= {0} and W @ W'= V=. 
Now suppose that W~(V~)  and W'~Se(V=)  are such that WN W'={0}, 
W@ W' = V=. Since V, has a dependence algorithm, so does W'  C V,-o. By Lemma 
1.4 there is an r.e. basis bL b~ . . . .  for W', Then this basis rood W is an r.e. basis for 
V= rood W. So by Lemma 1.4 V~mod W has a dependence algorithm, 
Thus, to study ~.e. presented V we study instead W E&o(V.~), to study 
recursiveiy presente~ V we study W ~ ~'(V=) which are recursive sets, and to study 
V with dependence algorithms we study complemented elements of L~(V.J. 
We enc this section by sketching the connection with recursive model theory. Let 
T be a decidable theory in predicate logic with identity ~.  A mode/.4l  of  T is 
called recur,ively presented if tile domain 1 td I of .~;/ is r.e., and there is a uniform 
ei~ective p~ocedure which, applied to any formula ~0(z)o,..., v,,-0 (with at most 
v,~ . . . . .  v,, ~ free) and any mo . . . . .  m,-~ ~ t~¢~ I, decides whether or not m0 . . . . .  m,__~ 
satisfies ~, With *l~e obvious definition of recursive isomofphism each such .,f,/ is 
recursively isom,~rphic t~ an ~ff' with IdC I a recursive set, -= d not ing equality and 
satisfaction being a recursive predicate. By the effective completeness theorem, 
eve:'y decidable T has a recursively presented model de. Now let F be a countable 
recursive fietd a~ ~t T be the theory of vector spaces over F (free F-modules) 
based on vector addition and one unary operation L~ (scalar multiplication by c~) 
for each ~ ~ F. We note explicitly that scalar muItiplication as a binary., operation is 
absent; @aantification over F is also absent. Elimination of quantifiers how that T 
is a decidable theory and that its recursively presented models are precisely the 
recursively presented w~ctor spaces. 
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2. Dependence degrees 
By G6del numbering we identified V~: with m and subsets V of V= with subsets 
of ~o so daat we. can speak of the (Tufing) degree d(V)  of a subspace V of V~. This 
however does not take account of the structure of V. Define the dependence rdation 
D(V) as the set of all n-tuples of vectors from V~ which are dependent rood V. By 
G6de] numbering identify the set of all finite sequences from V, with o~, so D(V) is 
identified witl~ a subset of ~o. Then define the dependence degree of V as the 
(Turir;g) degree d(D(V)).  The meaning becomes clearest when expressed in terms 
of r.e. presented spaces. If W is r.e.i.cesented, there is (Prop. t.1) a recursive linear 
transformation L :V=- -~ W mod=- which is onto with kernel V. Define the 
dependence degree of W as the depe~derace d gree d(D(V))  of V, observe that th is 
is independent of the choice of L (exercise) and is the degree of the "dependence 
problem" for W (or %rood V). 
For any subspace V of V2, d (V) '<-d(D(V) )  since v~ V if and only if v is 
independent rood V. tf the field F is finite, d (V)= d(D(V)).  For if F has n 
elements, to decide whether or not v, . . . . .  v~: are independent rood V only n ~ - t 
linear combinations must be tested for membership in V. Theorem 2.7 shows that 
for infinite fields F. dl V) and d(D(V))  do not coincide, 
Define a subspace Iz of V.~. as recur:;ive if d (D(V) )= 0. 
Proposition 2.1. The following are equivalent conditions on a subspace V of V~, 
(i) d(D(V))  = O, 
(ii) V is r.e. and l~mod V has a dependence algorithm, 
(iii) V is r.e. and V~mod V has an r.e. basis, 
(iv) V is a complemented element of ~(V , ) .  
(v) ~. is r.e. and every r.e. basis of V is extendible to a recursive basis of V~, 
(vi) sor,le recursive basis B of  V is extendible to a recursive basis B '  of V=. 
Proof. (i)<=-~ (i i),¢=> (iii),¢=:> (iv) by Propositi, m 1.3 and Lemma 1.4. (iii) 
implies (v) because the union of an r.e. basis for V .mod V with an r.e. basis for V 
is an r.e. basis for V=, and (exercise) every r.e. basis for 1/= is recursive. That (v) 
implies (vi) is obvious. Finally (vi) implies (iv) since B '  -B  is an r.e. basis for 
V,: rood V. 
Proposition 2.2. Let V, W be subspaces of V~, V C_ W and dim (W mod V)  finite. 
Fhen 
(i) d(D(W)<~ d(D(V)). 
(ii) I f  V, W are r.e. then d(D(W))= d(D(V)). 
Proof, Let w: . . . . .  w~ constitute a basis for W rood V. Then for u~ . . . . .  u, in V= we 
have 
(u~ . . . . .  u , )E  D(W) ,¢=> (u, . . . . .  ~,,,, w . . . . . .  w~ ) C-5_ D(V). 
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This estabI:ishes (i). For (ii) no~e that V is r.e., and that we ear~ enumerate 
(effectively in D(W))  a basis b~,b~ . . . .  for V~,modW, and hence a basis 
wo, w~ . . . . .  wk, vo, v~ . . . .  for V~mod V. Relativize (iii) = :~ (i) of Proposit ion 2.1 to 
D(W)  to ge;: d (D(V)) <~ d (D(W)). 
Let V be a subspace of Vo. The principal basis for V is the basis v~,, v~ . . . .  such 
that 
v~ = the u 62 V -  {0} with # z, least 
v,,~ = the u in V-{v~ . . . . .  v,,}* with # u lea:;t. (.-~ * = subspace generated ~:,y A.) 
The principal basis for V~mod V is the basis vo, v: . . . .  such that 
vo=the uN0modV with #u least 
v~+~ = the u with u rood V~ V=mod V-{v0  . . . . .  v.~)* rood V with # u least. 
Proposition 2.3. Le: V be a subspace o: V~ 
(i) d (V)  = d (pr:n,.ipal basis for V)<~ d(D(V))  
(ii) d (D(V) )~ < d(V)v  d (B)  for B any basis for V.mo6 V 
(iii) d(D(V))  = d(V~ v d(U) for B the principal basis of V.. rood V (v denows :he 
degree lattice theoretic loin). 
Proof, (i) The dcfinit;on of pdncipat basis for V shows it to be recursive in V, so 
d(V)>d (principal basis for V). Now suppose that V is infinite dimensional, 
x @ I/.-.. Compute (re~t,.iaively in V) v~ of the principal basis which is first with 
# x < # v~. Then x E V ~ x ~ (v ...... , v,,.,) ~ . Note that v 62 V -~-.'-'-  
(v) 62 D(V)  so that the second inequality holds. 
(ii) We mvs~ :;how D(V)  recursive in the join of V and B. This fot!ows by 
relativizing Lii) --'-22> (ii) of Proposition 2.1. 
(iii) By (i) it suffices to show B reeursive in D(V)  wMch follows from ttle 
definition of :)rincipat basis for V, mod V. 
E×ample L4. The inequality of Proposition 2.2(i) cannot be strengthened to 
equality. Every infi,,,te dimensional ~,V has ~ cont inuum of subspaces V with 
dim fraY" rood V) = t. These have a contin, mn o~ dependence relations and degrees. 
Let W = V~ with recursive basis e~,,e~ . . . . .  Then we can find subspaces V with 
d im(Wmod V)= ! of any given degree. If a ~ o), Off a., tet ~,~ = 
({e0 + e~ t i @ ~} to {e, !i ~ or}) ~'. Then d(D(V,,)) = d(a) by Proposition 2.3(i), f/i). 
Example 2.5. We called a subspace V of !,:~ recursive if d (D(V) )=0.  Every 
infinite dimensional r.e. subspace V of V~ has an infinite dimensional recur~ive 
subspace. To see this let io, i, . . . . .  vo, v . . . .  be cfeet ive enumerat ions of bases for V 
and V= respectively. No~v emlmerate a basis a,,, a~ . . . .  for V~,: as follows. 
Stage 0: Let a ,= least  v . /0 ,  
Stage 2n: Let , ~,. = least v., independent of t~o . . . . .  v2~-~, 
Stage 2n + I: Let a2,,< = least i,. independent of ao . . . . .  a.,.. 
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Then no, a~ . . . .  is a recursive basis for V= and the space spanned by a~, a~ . . . .  is 
recursive. 
Proposition 2.6~ Let V be a subq~oce of ~"~. Then V is a recursive set if'and only if 
t wre is an r.e. basis ~ of V which va~ be c.~fcc,:icel}' em¢mermed in stages (finiw subsets 
?~ of I havi~g been enumera;ed by s~age s) such dk~¢' requiremem R below is met 
R:t f  i< i , ;  =max{~e!veU} and ~f f (U)* ,  thenv, ff(/~+')*. 
Proof. ~f V is a recurs|re set its prfl :ipat basis v0, v, . . . .  y~elds I '=  {vo . . . . .  v,} 
which satisfies R. Conversely, if R is satisfied and V (without loss of generality) is 
mfinfle dimensional,  for u ~ V~ compute :ms  with i ~ > ¢ u. Then u ¢ V if arid 
only if u ~ (1')'~. So V is a recursive set. 
Theorem 2.7. Leg F be an infi?ffte recurs|re fiehL 77wn fhe~w exists, for any r.e. degree 
d~, a V e.--2 .Y'(V,.) which is a rccursi~x" set (d (V)  = 0) but with dependence degree d~ 
(d(D(V))  := &). 
Proof. Let r.e. ,~ C ~o have deoree d,, 0 ¢-2 ,~-. Let eo, eT. be the standard recursive 
~asis of V, and le.~ IV be the subs|w.ec generated by {eo}U{e, [ i¢ (x}  By 
t'; ,position 2.3(i}, (iii), d (D(W))  ,~: d~. Wc construct a sa0space V _C W which is a 
recursive set and d im(Wmod V)= 1. This would conclude the proof since, by 
Pr,~posflion 2.2(ii) d (D(W))= d(D(V)) .  We construct V by constructing an r.e. 
b~,,sis I for it as follows. Let oe* be the {ini.~e subset of ~ enumerated by stage s and 
I* the finite subset of I constructed by that stage. We assume that it has been 
arranged that a , '~-  et' always has a~ most one element. The strategy is that 
whenever k ¢ a ' '+* -  oeL put into t '+' a v = eo+ A~e~ such that & is an effectively 
chosen no~ zero clement of/7, and I " '  = i ~ tO {v} meets requirement R of Proposi- 
tion 2.6. 
This wih conclude tl~e proof since W = (V O {eo})*. We explain why such a M 
exists. I '  ~:onsists entirely of element.- of the form eo+ A& with j C~ o: ~ (so j#  k), 
] /0  (since 0 ~ e~), and A i ~# 0. This impiies (exercise) that t * i J {e0, ek } is indepen- 
dent. So for any i < i,~ with v,~ (U)* (,see requirement R), the're is at most one 
with v, ¢ ( t '  tO {e,, + &e~ })*. We compute these 21 's and take & as ~he least nonzero 
element of F distinct from them. 
Example 2°8. Apply Proposition 1.2 to V~-mod V. We get a aormally and recur- 
siveIy presented mode| of the theory ef vcctor spaces (free F-moduies) over infinite 
recursive field F of prespecified r.e. dependence degree d,. This shows that 
recursivety presenting the model does not entail tying down the (r.e.) degree of its 
algebraic dependence algorithn~ at all. This may be regarded as a first step, for 
transcendence d gree 1, in looking at the reeursive content of Morley rank. We 
remark that r.e. presented spaces have some significance w~th ~espect o more 
limited 1,,,~ic e ,:, positive logic ~,m:ant~fiers "and",  'o r " ,  wlt}mw "not").  This is 
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not fully ur, derstood. Finally we remark that in the V,~ mod 17 above, we have 
W rood V as an r.e. but not reeursive one dimensional subspace of degree d~; of 
course the construction can be nodi f ied to code mat,,y degrees in many s,abspaces. 
3. Nonextendible independent sets 
The usual method of extending an independent ' :t 1 of V. to a basis is not 
effective; one has to test for independence rood I for an infinite I. Tbds leads to ',he~ 
follovqng notion. Let Io, I , , . . .  be a standard enumerat ion of atl r.e. independent 
subsets of V~. 
Detinition. I C V~ i~ ;wnextendible if I is indepe.~ndent, dim ('V. rood 1") is infinite 
and (., ~ I implies that I,, - - !  is finite. 
Theerem 3.L (Over a',y recursive field F)  V._ contains an r.e. ~mnexte;~dible ser. 
Proof. The proof is a prioruy argument and we start by 2,Mng an amdysis of the 
strategy for meeting single requirements, We |hir~ k of 1', as being ~,,ive, i~ stages, 1;; 
being the finite part of t2, enumerated by slage s. i will be cons|racked in stages, t ~ 
being the finite part of I constructed by stage s and card( I  *~ ' -  i * )~ t. 
We define 
P,,, the eth positive requirement to be: card(L  . - I ) ,=  ~'~ -~,.'~- t -  t y~0 
N,., the e th negative requirement to be: dim ( V,  rood I*) > e. 
A simple strategy fo:: meeting P o is to wait for a stage s at which distinct ,r, y turn 
up in I~- -F  and are such that I ~ O{x,y} is independent and then, ~et [ ** '= 
I* O{x + y}. We wilt get a chance to attempt o meet P~ for if L - I is i~finite and 
LD, L then at some stage s we will indeed find x ,y (E / ; - I  ~ with I 'U{x ,y}  
independent. We wilt sacceed meeting P., since I (~ L would imply x, y, x + v are all 
in the independent se~ L which is impossible, Furthermore mis strategy ~s suets, that 
once P~ is met, it is never subsequently ' in jured'  for the sake of meeting am~ther 
requiwnen~. 
To meet N~, we keep track of :in independent set a,L a¢ . . . .  such that at every 
U i a ~. ~ i . . . .  , a , o G:,, stage s I . . . . .  } is basis R~r V.. AI stage 0 we stw.* w h a, ;= 
a~ = e, . . . . .  To meet N.~ it suf~ccs to assure that a¢ = t im~.a ; ,  exists for e '<  e 
since then I U {a~ . . . . . .  a,. ,} is an indeper~dent set and hence dim (V~.mod I * )~ e. 
We can assure that this is t,e case by an i.n.esse~tia! change in the strategy for 
meeting P,. Namely, we wait until distinct x, v ~gbow up in I ; -  I ~ such that 
I ~ U {x, y~ a,; . . . . .  a ; .  ~} is independent before letting i * ~' = 1" tJ {v + y}. TMs oppor- 
tunity will arise since if L D I and L - I is infinite, L wilt be ifdinite dimensional 
over I , a ;  . . . . .  a;_,. Now since I 'U{ag, ,a~ . . . .  } was a basis f<,~- V~. I .... U 
.~r~: n ,~ . . . .  t will be a dependent set. There will be a first e lement which is Cepen~ent 
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on ~he previous ones (an a ;  with e'-:~ e). This e lement we dispose of by setting 
c~ ~'=a~ for /<e 'anda;*~=ai~for /~e ' . I '~ 'U*  {a0~+~,a,+' , . . .}wi l Inowtea~ 
basis for V~. 
A convenient visua|izatkm of finis proce~;s consists of an infinitely tall tower of 
windows (s~o[s). 
a2 
ai' 
At stage 0 ~t~e contcnls of the windows are ,~',~, = eo, a'~ = e, . . . . .  At stage s the 
contents are a;,  a ~ . . . .  md form a ba.~;s for V:.~mod tL During an a~tempt ~o meet 
requi~ement I>o. the content of one window a;. is removed and al! :'ontents above 
:hove down by one wi:idow. Timt we do. not meet t:',. if that iniures N, is reflected in 
H~c fact that a ;  is removed only for the sake of a P.. with e < e .  TBe content of any 
I~xed window can change onty finitely many times so that at the end the contents 
stabilize to a basis {a<,, a~ . . . .  } for V~ rood L 
We now proceed to formalize the above discussion as follows: We construct at 
each stage s :~ finite set t ~ and a sequence o/1, a~ . . . .  out of I.%. 
O~?finition, We say that e re~,uires atgention a~ stage s if t|:ere exist x..v E ~,.~ - I ~ 
auch that I '  Li {x, y. a ;  . . . . .  a;.~} i~; ir~dependent, e is agtacked at s'age s if e is the 
least requiring attention aqd has no~ been attacked previously. 
Const ruct ien .  A t  s tage  0 let I ° = t~t. a't] = eo. a~ = e, . . . . .  
Stage s. If' no e that has not been attacked before require.'; attention, let P+t = I" 
and a~ ~ = ,,7 for all ~, Otherwise let the least such e be attacked. Find the least x 
for that e a~d the least y for that x (according to the Gfde!  numbering of V,) such 
that x ,y  ~ ~:'. - I ~ and I '  U{x,y,  ai~ . . . . .  ~;_~} is independent.  Tilen let I '÷ '= 
l~O{x-J-~}. Let e'  be least such that /~+tU{a~,...,a~,~'~ is dependent and let 
a;°" = a~ fo~ j<e  ' and a]*~=a~,  for j :~ e'. 
Now we le: t = O.  U and show it is nonextendible by establishing the following 
Lemma 3.2. (i) For all e, e is a t tacked  at most  once. 
(ii) Lira ...... a ~ = a,. exists ,~br cdI e and  I tO {a~, a . . . . .  } is a basis for  V~. It  fo l lows 
that dim (V .  rood I*) is infinite. 
(iii) For ah e. L ~ l impl ies L - I is f in iw.  
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Proof. (i) is immediate from the definition of "'attac):ed", (ii) follows from (i) since 
Ote)Os)[s'=., s ~ a;'= a;]. For (iii)supi;c~sc that e is the least such that L ~ I 
and L - I is infinite. L D I implies that e has ~ot been attacked which co~tradicts 
the  construction. 
Over  infinite fields we get a stronger resuh. 
Theorem 3°3. / 'or infinite ,ecutsitw fields F ehere is a mmextendibh" t G V~ ,uch t'*~at 
I* is a recursive set. 
Proof. This proof combines the devices ttsed in the proofs of 2.7 and 3. l. As in the 
proof of 3.1 the strategy still meets P,. and N~ but instead of x + y we now use 
x + ay where A ~ F -{0}  and is chosen to satisfy R as in the proof of 2.7. The 
definitions of requir ing attention and being attacked remain unaltered. The 
cot, .ruction of I proceeds as follows: 
Stage 0: I ° = 0, a ° = e,~, a,  ° = e~ • • • (a recto'sire basis of V~.). 
Stage s + I: If no e requires attention, then I '÷' = t~ aad alV' = a~. Otherwise let 
the least e be a*,tacked. FTnd the teasr, x and the least y for ~hat x such tha', 
x, y E I ;  - I ~ and I s tO {x, y} O {a; . . . . .  a;  ,} is independent.  Let 3. :~ 0 bc fl~e least 
such that for i < i; = max{#v i :' ~ I~} (#v  ,-- the G6del  number of v) u ,~ 1' 
implic, s u, ~ (.U tO {x + ay })*, Let 1 .... = i" U {x + Ay } and define a a': . . . .  as before. 
Example. 3.4. (Over infinite recursive fields.) There are normai recursively pre- 
sented infinite dimensional spaces such that all r.e. independent subse s are finite. 
This is obtainable by applying Proposition 1.2. 
It should be ne,ed that the V = I* of Theorem 3.3 has no extendible basis. For if 
I '  C I" are r.e., independent,  I '* = V and I " -  I '  is infinite, then I U (I ' -  V) is r.e., 
indeper~dent and extends L This does not settle the corresponding question for 
finite fields, but Theorem 3.5 beiow does. 
Theorem 3,5, There is an r.e. subspace V C ~ ::uch that d im(V ,  mod ~ ) = ac and 
ever)' r.e. basis of  V is nonextendible. 
Once again it wil! be ~_he case tb.at 1~ U {a,~ . . . .  } forms a basis f,~r V~. at every 
stage v. Thus every e~ 6.:i V~ is uniqvety representable at every s{age as v = 
E<m, + £a,a; where m, C t'. By the support of t, at stage s we mean supp, v = 
{m, I-  /0} u{,,: ] , , f  0}. 
Proof. The new et.h Fositivc requirement is 
d im( I * ,emodl* )=~- -~U~ O ~*) is not a basis for ~". 
The earl ier atra;cgy (3.2) which pu~:s x +y  into I *+' has the property that 
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x. y~ (I"'~)* so tha~: the e ih  pesitivc requirement is temporari ly satisfied. But x, y 
may later turn up in (I~) * for some s' > s + :~ due to attacking another positive 
requirement.  We protect against this by putting a marker  b~ on one of x, y which 
can be removed only for the sake of a requirement of higher priority. 
We say tl'mt e requires s lam, ion  at stage s if 
(i) b,o does not mark anything. 
(ii) There exist j C ~o and x, y ~ l; such that y ff ( I")*,  j = 
max{i la~ E supp, x} >. max~{i In :  C snpp,>,} al~d x + 5,¢,~2 (F  U{a;  . . . . .  a2.-,})*. 
(iii) b~ is defined at stag,: s ~ b~¢~( I '  L*{x + y})*, i=0  . . . . .  e -  1. (At any 
stage s. if b~ marks an element x, b~ = x b~ is undefined otherwise). 
Con~ruct ion .  At stage 0 le~ I ° = 0, a,q = e~,, a~ = e~ . . . . .  
Stage s. If no e requires a:tention let I ''~ -= I" and a~ ~' :-- a ;  for all k Otherwise 
find t~le least e su,zh that e req~:ires attention, ~he least j for that e, least 
max (#x,  #~y) for that j, least ~r  for that max (#~x... , ,~v  ~ leas* ~,~y for that #x.  Then 
let P" '  = I'; U{x + y}, a~ "~ :'- a~ for i <j~ aF  ~= aL ,  for i --~], and mark y with b~. 
Remove all b, with b~ deli~ed at .,"t..o~o~ s and b~ E (U+~) *. 
We first show th~t lim, a~ = a~ exists for all i. 
Suppose a~;~ . . . . .  ~,~*~-~ have 3h'eady a~:hieved final values a . . . . .   • ai-~ bv~ stage s. 
Then if e < ] e can ,eceivc attention in the consm~ctioa om~ 'm, states subsequent to 
s at most once (so a ~ ~ / a [ for at mos~: e values of s'  >t s, after which aj - a, has a 
final value). This is because at stage s '>  s when e receive~ attention, x, y are 
irztroduced with y ~i (I*' U {a;', . . . .  t~2,})* - (F )* .  Then e cannot receive attention 
again unless y ~ (I~') *, s "> s', bm then t, ao . . . . .  a .~ is dependent,  contrary to 
construction. 
We show ~narkets b~ converge - -  i.e. for each e there is a stage after which b, 
always marks che same b;. or never marks anything again. 
Suppose by stage s that b,~ . . . . .  b,.-~ have converged. But then b, can 'move'  at 
most once, namely to mark a b; if this has not yet been .tone. It will then never 
'move" again 
Finally we let I = U P.  V = I*, a~,~,d claim that d im(Vgmod V)= :e and no r.e. 
basis of V is extendible. Now dim (V~ mad V) ,: o~ because I U {no, a, . . . .  } is a base 
for V:.. Suppose now that dim (I*~ mad V) is infinite. Go to a stage s when ha,. . . ,  b, 
have converged and ao = a ;  . . . . .  a..-~ := a;_~ have final values. We claim b; is 
defined, For suppose not:: d im( I 'mad V)= ~ implies that there are x, y ~ L, 
y~ V=I*  j=max{ i la~suppx}>max{ i ]a~suppy},  x+yf f ( IU{ao  . . . . .  
a,..~})*, b~ deflated and i < e implies b~ ~ (U U {x 4- y })*. (Here supp is with respect 
to base I U {no, a~ . . . .  } of V=.) 
At  a later stage s' when r_  . ~,_ ao - ao . . . .  a  - a~ have acquired their final vak.es and 
x. y ~ t ; ,  b,. will newly mark a~ element,  contrary to the assumption b, had 
converged by stage s. Of course when b~ achieved its final value, b,' was y for a 
suitable x such that x + y ~ V = I*,  y ~ L, yf f  V = I*.  So L r3 V is not a basis 
for ~C 
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4. Maximal spaces 
Let V, be the subspace of VG spanned by the nth r.e. independent set 1,. Call a 
subspace M of V= a maximal  space if M is r.e., V:.. rood M is infinite ,Simensionat, 
and for all n, 1~, ~ M implies that either d im(V ,  modM)  or d im(V2mod l&) is 
finite. This can be rephrased in the context of a quotient lattice as follows. Let G be 
the neutral ideal of finite .timensitmal subspaces of V., in the lattice ~<~'(*&.). Let 
oc~.(~G) rood G. also a modular  lattice, The~ M ~ £(?; U~) is maximal if a~d ~mly if 
M rood G is a dual atom ~f ~?*(V.~). The first p roo  we give for the existence of 
maxir~mt spaces generalize,~ the format of Yates" construction of a maximal set in a 
form applying to ~(oa), 5f('i&) and ..;imilar modular  lattices as we l l  
Theorem 4.i .  There exist maxin~at subspaces of V~,. 
Pr, ft. The proof uses Fr iedberg's e-states for r.e. subspaces ¥;, = [~ of V~ If 
x ~ ~ and e ~ ~, the e-s~ate of x at stage s is the (e + 1)-tuple of 0's and l 's  
(c,, . . . . .  c,) such that c, = 1 iff x ~.. V;~ These are ordered lexicographicaily Gvith 
0 < 1). At stage 0 we set I ° ~ 0, a~ = ec, a ,  ° = e~ . . . .  a recursive basis of v,~. At every 
stage s we construct an independent set ?'~ and aL  a ~ . . . .  such that I ~ U {aL a ~ . . . .  } 
is a basis of ~ .  The const:uction is carried out in such a way that iim ..... a7 = a, 
exists for all i. Letting 1 = [.)~ P it is d~en showq that I (3 {a~, a~ . . . .  } ~s a basi~ for 
V~ -which makes V=modt*  infirfite cfimensio~at. We then show that for an), n, 
eithe~ almost all (all but a finite numbt~r of) a~'s are in X& o~ ahnost all are outside 
V,,. Suppose V,, D I* in the former case, adding a finite number  of a, 's to ~'~, yields 
XL~ and hence t im V=modV~, is fini*e. In the latter case we show that 
dim (~v;, rood I*) i, finite. This establishes the maximality of M = t*.  At  every stage 
s each v ~- ~ is tmiquely representable in terms of the basis I '  (3 {a/~ . . . .  }. supp, v 
ha:~ the same meaning as in the prt~of of 3.5. 
Construction° At stage 0: I'~= 0, a[ ~, = co, a~ ° = e~ . . . . .  
Stage s + 1: Look for the least e such that there exists a v ~ V~ with ~ v ~ s and 
~ i >-e satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) s~pp, v C {a ~.,, a ~ +. . . .  }, stlpp~ v ~ {a g . . . . .  a ~ }. 
(ii) The ~'<~*,.~te of v at stage ~ + t e~ceeds that of aT. 
If no such e e:~is~:~, let P +~ = 1 ~ and a~ +~ = a~, for all k. Otherwise pick the least 
such e, least v for that e~ :mcl ~ea~t i. Le~ j be the largest with a~ ~ supply. Then let 
l '~ '= I '  U{a~,}; aP '= a~ f~'.~ f~ <L  /': ~ i; a~ +' = v, a~, +' = a~+~ for k ~ j .  
Lemma 4.2. IAm~_~ (~ ? = ,~ exists for all ~, 
Proof. Assume that at a stage s, {a~, t n '<  n} have a~ready achieved their final 
values. The construction the~ guarantees that a,~ can change a~ a subsequent stage 
only by achie~:ing a higher ~-s~ate, but there are only 2 "*~ n-sta~es. 
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t 
v--+ I. a{ 
f , , t , l  # 
a 
I 
[ 
- - - -~  O1,1{ 
--~ into l '÷' 
The tower of windows is like 
the one in the construction of 
a nonextendible set and serves 
as a visual aid. 
Lemma 4.3. [ U {no, a, . . . .  } is a basis  tb" V~. 
Proof. The only possible difference betwee~a J~ 1.3 {a; . . . .  } and I~*~U {aU' , . . .}  is 
that an a~ is dropped and a v is added with a~ (2 supp, v. We show by induction that 
I '  U {ai~ . . . .  } always forms a basis for V.. In addition, the construction shows that 
for all n and s, a; ' ,~( t ' *~U{a;  ~ . . . . .  a~,"}) '~. This is because the a7 that was 
dropped had index largest in supp, v and is thus a linear combination of elements of 
[~, r and the other  elements of supp. v. These are all among at~*~',. .., a~_,.~+~ The 
conclusion fot!ows by taking limits on s. 
Lemma 4.4. For any n. eidwr  card({a, , .at  . . . .  } -  V , , )<x  or card(V,, 
Proof. C~:il an e state wel l - res ided if infinitely many a , ' s  have it as their final 
e-state. We must show that for any e, ~her¢ is at most one welt-resided e-state. For 
suppose not, Then there will be a least e with a smallest well-resided e-state o-~ and 
the next-smallest well-resided e-state o-.,. Then there are L n, e < i < n, a, with final 
e -state or:, t,, = a~ with final e-state or: > tT~. Note that supp, v = {a,,} is disjoint from 
{a~ . . . . .  a~} and ~he final e-state of v is targer than the final e-state of a~(e < i). This 
will necessitate a change of a, from its final position contrary to Lemma 4.2. 
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Lemma 4d;. Suppose V, D M and almost all a, are outside V.~. Then 
dim V. rood M < o~. 
Proof. Lemma 4.4 implies that we can choose an i > n s~lch that for all n '  ~ ~t, i.. ~ i 
[a, ~ V,, ~ a~: ~ V,]. Since almost all a,'s lie outside V,, it follows that a, ff V,. 
Suppose V~ modM is indeed infinite dimensional. Nc~te that $~= 
Me{ao,  a~ . . . .  }*. For these ~.easons alone (by Lemma 4.6 be!ow) there is a ~ ff V,:, 
vz 4 0 and v ~ [a~+~, a~,2 . . . .  }*. Note ~hat n'  < n and a~ ~E V;, implies % @ V,. for alt 
i~ > i. Since .f > n this shows that the final n-state o v exceeds; ~;~at of a,. For 
sufficiently l~rge s, supp.¢v co~sists entirely of a~, with i~ > i. Thus a, would be 
forced from its final ~osition contrary to Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma ~i.6. Let B be a basis for ~,~ B = I U C, I n C = O, F c C, F finite. Suppose 
W is a subspace of ~ ,  WD_L and d im(Wmodl* )  is in.[inite. Then wn 
(C -  3* / {0}. 
Proof. Let V = (C -  F)* rood I*, V' = C* mod I*, X = W m,~d !*. We now have 
three s~bspaces of a vector space with VC~ 'Z', d im(V 'mod V)<~,  
dim (V'  N X) = ~, and we wisi~ tc~ conclude from this that dim (V N X) = ~. This is 
true because the map frown V' N X to V' rood V which takes v E V' to v + V is a 
homomorph2:m with kernel V n X so that (V' O X) rood (V O X) is ismnorphic to 
a subspace of the finite dimensional space V'mod V, and hence is finite dimen- 
sional. Since V'N X is infinite dimensional and (V 'N  X)mod(V~ X) is finite 
dimensional, it follows that V N X is infinite dimensional. Let w E W be such that 
w N 0 rood I*, and ~; rood I* ~_ [(C - F)* rood I*] n [ w rood I*]. Then w = x + m, 
x~. (C-F )* ,  m ~I*  arid wff I *  implies x.~0. But x = w-m and I C l-~; so 
x ~ IV. Thus x ~ ( ,2 -  F)* n W as required. 
Call a subspace C of V~ cohesive if for any r.e. V,. one of d im(CA V,), 
dim (C rood (C n V;.)) is finite. Remmel has observed that if M is r.e~, C cc, hesive, 
M O C = {0} and 5~@C = V~ then M is a maximal space. (Ooserve that if '/~ D M 
then CA V, is isomorphic to t~ modM and Cmod(CN V,) is isomerphic to 
(C v V,,)e~od V,, = i,'L rood V,.) Remmel [10] constructed a cohesive space C with 
V~- C r.e. subsequently to and h~dependently of om construction here. It was 
later observed that either construct;gn yields a maximal M, cohesive C wit~a V~ - C 
r.e. and V. = M¢~ C. The cohesb,,eness of C = {ao, a~ . . . .  }* of 4.1 follows from 
looking at any V~ rather ~'han the V, in Lemma 4.5. Further, C is co-r.e. Because 
x~ C if and only if for some s, (supp, x)O 7~;0 .  
Finally, the queslion as to whet~.~er one obtains maximal spaces from maximal 
subsets of recursive bases e * 2~ was answer:ed in the affarmative by R. Shore. 
Theorem 4.7. (R,A. Shore). Every maximal subset of a recursive basis of V2 
generates a maxima! subspace of V~,. 
ProoL Let B be a recursive basis, for rvG and I G B a maximal subseL Sttppose that 
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M = I ~ is no{ a maximal subspace. Then d~ere ex sb; an r~e. subspaee V D M such 
that dim ( V rnod M)  ,:= :~ and dim (V,. m,~d V} :-= ~. We now enumerate an effective 
list {D,} of disjoiw, finite sets as foltows. Enumerate V as vo, v , , . . . .  I.et 
Do = suppB t~, D, = suppB v,- where n* is least such that supp~ v,,. f3 D~ = 0 for 
k < n. (Note here supp~ x means the . . . . . .  ordmarv~ suoport~ _ o~¢ .,'" relative to the basis B).  
tt is easily seen that for some n,, 8 
n "-- n,, :=~-~ D,, N (B  - l} is not a ,; ,,,,,I~,U.m 
Fo,, ,~therwise. D,, C? (B - I)  --= {b~ } ==~-"~. b~ .22 V and so V N (B - I )  is infinite, But 
B -  V is infinite (or else d im(V ,  mod V) would be iinite) and thus Vf3B D! ,  
(V r, 2 ) -  I infinite, and B - (V  ,~/3) infi.~.ite which contradicts the maximality of 
L It can now be shown that, for infinitely many n, D,, I~ (B  - I )  contains at least two 
elements. For suppose not. Then for some n~ 
~ > n, ---~> O~, n (B - 1) = 0 (% 
Let n, be the least such. Let B '= U ...... D,, a~d V '={v , ] i~K} where O,,,= 
supp,~v~: in the enum,rration. Since dim (V rood M)  is infinite, there is, by Lemma 
4.6 a v, C V witi~ suppler N (I U B') = 0 and k ?- K. This contradict,; (*). 
The fact that D,, N {B - t)  contains at least two elements for infinitely many n 
implies I is ro t  a maximal subset of B (Martin's theorem of [11], p. 237). Thus 
M = I* is a maxima} subspace. 
As Shore observe~t, he obvioua complement of the maximal M of Theorem 4.7 
(namely C = (B - I)*) is not cohesvm, M however does possess cohesive comple- 
ments. 
We now show that not every maximal space can be obtained from a maximal 
subset of a recursive basis of V,  by constructing a maximal space M such that every 
r.e. b~sis of M is nonextendible.  This is done by meshing the priority schemes of 
Theorems 3.5 and 4.1. 
Theorera 4,8 (Metak ides-Remmel) .  There is a max imal  s I ace M every r.e. basis  o f  
wh ich  is nonextendib ie .  
Proof. We combine tt~e ~wo constructions mentioned above, insisting that a move 
for the eth requirement of the maximal space construction wilt not be made if it 
removes any marker among bo,.. . ,  b~._~. How may we show that rio basis of a 
maximal space M is extendible? Note that any independent r.e. set L with 
(I, (I ivi)* = M and L - M infinite wilt have (by maximality) dim (V= rood I * )< no. 
Such an L can be extended (by adding (dim V~mod I*) many elements) to an r.e. 
Jasis L. o" V= with (L  n M)* = M. Thus it sui~ccs to mee~ the requirement that if L 
is a basis for V=, then L f3 M is not a basis for M by means of a marker b~ which 
finally comes to rest (i.e., after a certain stage it eithel marks the same element or 
mark~, no:hing). For  all L with L not a basis for V=, the marker b,. can be brought 
to re~t by a trivial fiat. For each e, do not mark a new element with b, at stage s for 
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the kth time unless at k;as~ the first k vectors in flxe standard enumerat ion of V.,., 
vo, ,., . . . . .  are in ( I ; )*.  So if L is not a basis for "V~ and k is least with v~ c_~ (L)*, b~ 
can "move"  (i.e. mark different elements) at most k times. 
We say that e requires attention at stage 2s if 
(i) Vo . . . . .  v~ ~ (I~.')* and be has been removed less ~han or ~.,lual to k -- l t imes 
by stage s. 
(ii) b~ does not mark anything. 
(iii) There ex is t j f f~o  andx ,  y~l~ ~such that ~( I "  ) ' ,  
] = max{i I ai'*~, supp:~x} > max {i I af~'ff supp= y} ,rod 
x ~. y~ (f" u {a~',. . ,  aT-,))*. 
(iv) If b~" is defined (see 3.5), h~'ff ( I ; '  O {x + y})* i = 0 . . . . .  e - t. 
We say that e requires attentio~, at stage 2s -- I if 
(i) there exist v ~ V~ '+~, #~ < 2s + 1, j = max {i t a~ ~*~ ~ supp.. , ,  v}svpp:,+~v 
2s+X ~ e {a ~., . . . .  } and an i such ti~at he e-state of ~ is ~reater than the e-st;~te of a ~'~* 
and j > i. 
(ii) bo~+~ . . . . .  b~_,2~+a ~( I  *' U {a~'+~}) *. 
Construction. A* stage 0 we let I ° = 0 a~d a~, - eo, a'~ = ez . . . . .  
Stage 2s: If '~o e requires ~lttention, Iet I z~*'= 12`` and a~. "~~= a2£ ~ for ~1 ]¢. 
Otherwise find ':he least e such that e requires attention, the least ] for that e and 
least max (#x, 7~) ') fcr that ], least #x  for that max (#x.  #y)  least #y  ~or that #x.  
Le tU  '+~ . l 2 .~L ,{x+y},a~.~=a~for i<] ,a~+~ :, = = a,.~.~ for i ~ i and ma~'k v with 
b~. Remove atl b, wkh b~ ?~ defir~ed at stage 2s and b~ (I=~+~) *, 
Stage 2s + 1. If no e requires attention, let ! 2~÷2 = I '~÷' and a~ ~:  = a~ ~+" for each 
.c. Otherwise find the least e requiring attention and least j for that e, and least v, 
least i for that j. Le.'. t 2"*" = 12`+' LJ {a~;} ,  a~ '+" = a.~ ~ for all i~  k .z[. a[ ~'~ = v, 
,~,~ = ~2~+~ >~j. 'all b~ ~*~ 2s ~,~ .k+~ for all k Remove b~ with defined at + 1 and 
b~ ..... ~- (2""'+~) *. 
Finali,' let I = O I :  and M = I*. 
Why does ~n~.,a~ = a, exist for ail i? Because after a~ = ae,...~ a;-~ = aj-~ have 
converged we know (pro, ff of Theorem 3.5) that a;  changes at most ] t imes at even 
stages, after which i~ can onty change to higher e-state and so attain a final value. 
Note I t3 {ao, a, . . . .  } is a base for V. by the same proof  as for Theorem 4A. Why do 
the b, converge? If L is not a basis for V~, we arranged this by fiat. If L is a basis for 
V~: ,,nd bo . . . . .  b, ~ Save converged, we then know d im( I , * .mod I* )= 
dim {ao, a~ . . . .  }* = ~. So there exist x, y ~ L such that 
/ = max{/}a~ suppx}>max{ i  t a~ ~ supp y), 
y~I* , (x+y)~( IU{a  . . . . . . .  a~-,})*, i<e  
and b, with ritual value implies b,~( IU{x  + y})*. There is a stage s such that 
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a;  = ac a;  = a, b ....... b,_, have final values, x, y ~ t;. If N is undefined at this 
or any ia,.cr stage, after a sn~cient  ini{iai segment of V= turns up in (1~,')*, s'  > s, a i 
(or an a,,, k < i)  will be forced to change, contrary to the choice of s. 
Fhe maximali~y of M ~; immediate since ~mce b ....... b<._, have achieved their 
final values, Ihe e th maxima! space req~ir~ meat can be attacked a~ will. The proof 
of Tb.eorem 3.5 contains the argmnen~ which shows that every r.e. basis of M is 
m~:~.extendibk:. 
5. Creative subspaces 
As before {V.~ =-(L,)*} is an effective enumerat ion of r.e. subspaces of V~.. 
Definition. We cltl a sttbspace V of V, cm~,adve wiU~ witness function f if V is r.e., f 
is pt~rtiaI recursive, and for alt ... 'iq, n V = {0} implies thai f (n )  is defined and 
Proposition 5.t. Every ct >,~i'~ve subspace V d'a,~ a witness function f which is total, 
one to one and ,:,hose range is an indepet~den,:" subset of V,. 
ProoL We adap: MyhiWs argument [01 ito vector spaces. Let g be any witness 
function for V. Let h be a recursive function such that 
((~4 U{g(k)})* 
t 
if g(k)  is defined, 
otherwise. 
Suppose tb, at /(0), . .  ¢ " • ., s (k - t) have already been defined. ",2o dei'ine f (k )  start two 
processes: 
Process I: Enumerate  V~ N V until V~ 21 't~N 0. Stop. 
;~rocess H: Compute g(k),  g(h(k) )  . . . . .  g(h~(k))  m'~til a g(h"'(k))  which is 
independent of [(0) . . . . .  f (k  - I) is found, Stop. 
If process I stops before process II, let .f(k) be the first element of ~/~ which is 
independent of f(0) . . . . .  ] ' (k -  1). if process tI stops before process I, f (k )= 
g(h'~'(k)). Since g is a wimess function for I/; process I never stops and 
~4 n v={0} .---> g(k)ff vi@ v =:> v~.,~,n v={0} :-=~> g(h(k)).~ V~,~e V. 
and so on, so g(k),  g(h(k) )  . . . .  is an infirfiie i~dependenI set and process [I stops. 
So f (k )  is defined. 
Definition. Let B be an r.e. subset of ~,~: Wo, W~ . . . .  a standard effective 
enumerat ion of all r.e. subsets of ~z,=, A is a creative si¢bset of B with witness 
function f if A is r.e., A C B and f i~ partial recursive and such that IV,, C B - A 
impl ies that f(t i)  is defined and f (n )E  B - - (A  U W,,). 
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The following tr,corem characterizes the cre~ tive subspaces of ~L as precisely 
those r.e. subspaces which are crea:ive subsets of V~. 
Theorem 5.2. (K. TeKo!ste) Let V be an r.e. sub.,pace of V~o. 7hen , is ~ creative 
subspace iff V is a creative subset of V~. 
Proof. Suppose V is an :'.e. sub~;pace of, and a creative subset of, V... Then V itas a 
total productive function g, tha~ is g : ~o --* !<\., where g is to;al recursive and such 
that for all n ff ~o, W,, f3 V =0 implies g (n)C  V .~ W,. (Nole that the definition 
ab,,ve is used for the case where B := V~.,) ll: follows that there is a tota! recursive 
fuvction p :a )~o such that for ~It n~e~ IV~(.~={w4 o lw~ V;,-{0} and 
v ~ V}. By an observation cf R.A. Shore V~ V)V = {0} implies that II,'.o(.)= 
(v .ev) -  v. Thus. V. n v={o} => u~°,n  v=~) ~ g(p(n))ff W~(o,u V 
g(POO)ff V@ V., We concJude that V is a creative subspace with witness 
lanction f(n)  = g(p(n)), 
To prove the other direction, let V be a creative subspace of V~ with a total 
witness functi,,n f. It follows that there is a to~al reeursive function h : ~o x . ,  --~ a~ 
such that for all n, m E ,., 
f {f(n)}* if f(n)~ w.,, 
I,~.,,.,) = 
{0} otherwise. 
By the ~eeursion theorem there is a total recursive function t. : ~o ---~ ¢o such that 
= {f(p(-:)) l* 
it 
h(p(m),m Vp(m)  - -  T 
= {o} other,vise. 
We note that f',r all m, f (p(m ))/- 0 since f (p (m)) = 0 --;'> 
f (p (m))E  VD ~,~.(,,,,-~2> VN ~,(~,/{0} =~ V~,(~o# {0} ~ f (p(m))#{O}.  In 
addition 
f (p (m))E  W~ ~.  f (p (m))E  '5.,,> ~ ~.~,. D V/{0} ~ f (p (m))~ V. 
Also 
f(~.,(..,))~ v ~ f(p(m))~.: ve.~ vo, ,, =~. v n G.-.,/{o} 
=~ f(~(.*DE 'G<-,, =~ f(p(m))~ u;,. 
We conclude that for all m, ~¥~., (3 V "-'0 ~ f (p (m)) f f  VU W~ so that V is a 
creative subset of ~.G ; th productive function g where g(m)= f(p(m)) .  
Theorem 5.3. Let f be any one to one l:artial recursic.~:~ function ~ith domain ~o, and 
whose range is an independent subset B of ~.L~. Then there exists a creative subspace V
~f V~ with witness [unction f such tha; ,4 = V D !3 .~s a basis fer V. 
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ProoL We con~qruct a[~ r.e. indepe~dcn~ set A C B in stages, Let A ~ be the finite 
subset of A constructed by stage s. and V~ the ~ni~e portion of V,, enumerated by 
thaz s~age. Say that "n  requires attention of stage : "  if f (n)  ~ (V', tO A ~)* - (A ~)*. 
Le~ A ~=0and 
" A ~ if no .-,~ requires a~,'ention at stage s 
72g 
[ .4 ~ t.J{fO~)} if n is the tca-~t such req~iring attention 
a~ stage s. 
Fix n. We show fl~at f (n )  E ('v;, O A )* implies ':hat V~ fq A * / {0}. Let so be the 
least one suci~ ~hat f (n )E (VT ; 'UAS ' )  *. Tb.e construction guarantees that 
f(n),~- A ~. Let s, ->- So be least such that for a!l n '<  n f(n')  E_ A iff f (n ' )  ~ A *,. If 
f(~a) E A % by construction f (n )  ~_ ,4 ~,'~ so f (n )  C= A *. But f (n )  ~ (Vf,', U A ~') .... 
(A"')*, so f(n)--,  v + a where v ¢ V~, a ~(A~' )  * and r /0 .  He,,ce f (n )~A*  
impt iesthat  v~A* ,  a~d so ~, ' ; , ( ' IA*/{6}. Let V=A*  
Theorem 5.4. 77ze l'o~dc~wit:g conditions on a subspace V of V~ are equivalent. 
(i) "ITzere is an r.e. independent B C7. V., such that A = V ¢q B is a basis for V and 
A is a creatire subset of B with a wimes:: fimction f. 
(ii) V is a creatiae s',,bspace of V.. and there is a witness fzmction g for V and an r.e, 
independent se~ B with ravage g C B such it:at A - I9 f3 V generates V. 
Proof. We first prove that (i) implies (ii). Suppose V. is an r.e. subspace of v with 
~;, o a * = {0}. 
Then (1.,(~ ®A*) -  A*  consists of aH v + a with a ~ A*,  v E (V. -{0}) and is 
therefore r.e. Thus B f3 [ ¥(~ ~') A *) - A *] is an r.e. subset of V., call it W~,. But then 
we have 
W,,.rqA =0,  W.,C .B  so f (n ' )~B- (W~,UA) .  
It f~i:ows that f (n ' )  ~ A * is impossible because A is an independent subset of B. 
Furtkermore ]'(n') E. B gives that f (n ' )  ff (% (~ A *)A *. Thus f (n ' )  E B - 
(E,  ¢ .4.*) and we can define a productive function by g(n)= f(n').  
To shov that (ii) =.~'- (i) let W,, C B - A, and 'V-. = W*. Then g(n') ff V. @ V = 
(W~I '  A )*, so g (n ' ) f f  I~¢;, tO A and g(n ' )~ B. Let f (n )= g(n'). 
Corollary 5,5, Any two creative subspaces V for each of which there exists a witness 
function g and a recursive basis B of V= with A = B C't V a basis ]'or V and range 
g C~ B differ by a recursive atttomorphism ,,;.f V,.. 
Proof. Let A --- V ¢! B, A * = V and A '  = V' 71B', (A')* = V'. By Theorem 5.4 A 
and A are creative subsets of B and 13' respec~.ivety. Apply Myhill's isomorphism 
theorem [61 to find a 1-1, onto recursive f : B --~ B '  such that f (A )  = A' .  Extend f 
to a recursive automorphism of 'V.~, 
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Unfortunately,  there is no analogue of MyhiWs theorem for creative subspaces in 
general. It i:s in fact shay n in Corollary 6.9 that there exist two creative subspaees of 
V~ such that no reeursiv~ automorph~sm of V,. carries one to the other. Our  
definition of creative subspace cat~ be thought of as an effective denial of (iv) of 
Proposition 2.1. "t rying to obtain stronger ere:~tivity notions by m~:ans of effective 
denials ot' (iii) or (iv) of Prop. 2.1 proves hopeless. 
Proposition 5.6. There is ~,o r.e. subspace V of V. w~h a partia~ recursice fi, nctian 
f : w -.* V - {O} such th,~t for all n V - ( V I~ L ~* = e~ :-=3~ /'(~:l ) ¢~ ( L )*. 
The proof uses the recm.'sion theorem. 
6. Effectively universal homogeneous spaces 
Post ["] defined the. notion of a C ~ ~(ea)be ing  creative. MyMt! [01 proved that 
any r.e. set W~ ~ ~( ,v)  is ~-I reducible to a~y creative set, and that any two 
creative sets differ by a recurzive permutation of ~o~ To see what should be done f(~r 
vector spaces, we firs! recast Myhitl's idea for sets into its true modei ~heorctic 
form. Look at relational systems '23 ,= (;3, A, ~ ) wiO~ d~mlain l "~ ! =/TL o~e m'~ary 
predicat. (set) A C B, and equality. Let a = (a~ . . . . .  a,), a= (a~ . . . . .  a;) be t-tuples 
from B and B '  = i '~'I respectively (2t' = (B'. A ', := )). We say that a and a '  have 
the same type (a ~ a') if 
a~A ~- - :>a '~A' ,a~=ai  ~=:>a',=a} for i , /=1  . . . . .  t. 
Definition. C¢:2_~(w) is e:ffective/y universal homoge~:eous (EUH)  if for any 
tA~ ~ A'?(~o) any t-tuple~; a, a '  from (~o, Vv2, = } and (w, C, = ) respectively, and any 
a,+, from w, we can effectively compute a ;~ from ~o such that a ~a'~-------~ 
(a, a,+,> ~ (a', a %,). 
MyhilFs argument can now be recast in two par~s. 
Part I" Use the recursion tt:earem to show that every creative set is EUH.  
Part H: Olzserve that a "back and forth" argument shows any two EUH (7, C '  
differ by a recursive permutat icn of on, and a "forth" argument shows any W~ is 1-1 
reducitqe ~o any EUH C. We remark here that the commonplace xamples of 
creative sets are easily shown to be EUH directly, i.e. without use of the re~ursion 
theorem. 
In vector spaces par~ 1 fai~s ~ hile part II goes through unchangea so that creative 
spaces are distinct from EUH ones. Let ~ V' be ~0-dimensional vector spaces over 
the same field F. Then a = (a~ . . . . .  a,) from V and a '=  (a[ . . . . .  a':) from V' are said 
to have the same o'pe ta ~ a ' )  if the mapping a~ --~ a [ . . . . .  a: --~ a', can be e~ tended 
N,¢ 
to an isomorphism of the generated subspaces, i.e. for all a:~ . . . . .  a, ~,  c~c, = 0 if 
, ,~t  ¢ 
and only tf .~,~ o',a, = 0. Ey an index k of an r.e. presented W = {! Wt~ +. ' ,  ~ ) we 
mean an index for the r.e. se~ [ ;V I, for the partial recmsive functions +, . ,  and for 
the r.e. equivalence relation ~:. 
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Definit ion,  An  r.e prescneed space E is ¢:ffecfim@ u~ffversa] ho~aogeneous if 
whenever  k is an index of an r.e. p resented  ~,; a~ . . . . .  a,. ,  ft. i W!,  a ;  . . . . .  a ' ,~  JE!, 
we can effect ively compute  an a _~ ff lEi  sucl,, that  a ~ a '  ~ (a, a.~+~)~ {a',  a',.~). 
Theorem 6Ao (i) The i r  exis1~s a~ EUH sp~we E. 
(ii) Any  two EUH spaces are mcursi,.~dy isomorphic. 
(iii) (Tive~ any r_c. presemed I t.~2 I, o~y e~ = (¢-'~ . . . . . .  a,) fr~:n i ~ I and a '= 
(a', . . . . . .  ~',) ])'ore iEi with u ..... a'~ the~c exist.~ ~ recursiw, isomorphism of  VG onto ¢~ 
subspace <f E which takes a to a' polder;vise. 
Proof.  We prove  onty  that  an EUH space  exists, the  rest be ing  the ef fect ive "back  
and  fo r th"  and  " fo r th"  a rguments .  We obta in  it as a V=mod S with S ~ ~'7(V, ) 
us ing the fo l lowing two lemmata .  
Lemma 6.2. l.et S :2 ~(V~) .  Suppose there is a uniform effecti,e procedure, whic L, 
applied w any finiv" sequem:e (~~, . . . . . .  ~,., ~) from V.  (possibly null)  and any i ~ w. 
(i) ~ '= A~a,,q . . . . .  + ,L ,a~ , roodS  if d~e first G6del  number  of  a sequence ~,f 
tengrl; t enumerated in w, is fi~e Gddel  tmmher  of  (A . . . . . . .  A, ~) ({,:o~} ..... an effective 
, '  . . . . . . . .  ; .... o f  r.e. subsets of  ~o )
(ii) a~ is independent of  a . . . . . . .  a, ~ rood S if no Ggdel  member of  a sequence of  
length t is ever ~', . . . .  ~ ,,~,.'~ ¢,Z ,gLtc , t .  . . . . .  l it** e.O~. 
17~en V~ rood S is EUH.  
ProoL Let  ~,2 be an r.e. p resented  space and  a .. . . . . .  a, E2 1 l, Vk I a:, . . . . .  a',-, ~ V=. 
Suppose  (a,, rood -~ . . . . .  a,_, rood ~ } - (a ;, rood S . . . . .  a',-~ rood S). S ince Wk is r.e. 
p resented  we can ef fect ively compute  an i such that  o). has  as its on ly  member  the 
G6de l  number  of the  firs~ generated  sequence  (;t,, . . . . .  ?,,_~} such that  a, = 
A,,a~ + . . . .  ~-,L~.~a, ~ if such exists and  ~o~ = 0 otherwise .  
By ti~e iemma,  we can compute  a', f rom i and  a',  . . . . .  a',-~. Then  
(i) a = A, ,a ;*  • • • + ,L-~a' , - ,  if (Ao . . . . .  ,'t, .,} is tt~e first generated  sequence  such 
that  a, ,: &~a0+ " • • + ,L ,a , ,  
(ii) al is independent  of a~ . . . . .  a ' , ,  if a, is independent  of a . . . . . . .  a,_,. 
Th is  assures  that  (a , ,mod ~ . . . . .  a~ rood -~ ) -~ (a ;  rood S . . . . .  a ;mod S),  and  
hence  that  V%modS is EUH.  
Lemma 6,3. There exists at,- $ ~ ~90(V~) satiffying Lemma 6.2 (such an S we shall 
call an EUH kernd) .  
Proof. Let j : ~o × to x to ~ w be a recursive, 1-1 and onto map. Let T~ = 0 and 
define T~ C "V~ by induction as fol lows. Let k = ] (n ,  i, t ) ,  av:d let (ao . . . . .  a,) be the 
sequence with G6deI  number n (of course, a separate G6deI  numbering of finite 
sequences of vectors is assumed).  Le; vk be the least e leme ~t of V~. independent  of 
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T,-,. t0 {ao . . . . .  a,}. Then let T~: :  T ,  U {aa . . . . .  a,} LJ {t,~}. Let S be tt~e subspace 
generated by ati e lements of the form v~ - Q, oa0 + . . . .  ~- h,a,) s~ch that k =- j(n, i, t), 
(a0 . . . . .  a,) has 36de l  number  n, aad tl~e first G6del number of a seqt~e~ce of length 
t enumerated in w, is the G6del  number  of (3,o . . . . .  &~,). We must no~ show that S 
is an EUH kernel. Given a0 . . . . .  a, from V. and i ~: a,,. choose v~ with k = ~(n, i. t) 
where n is the G6del  number  of a, . . . . . .  a, as the desired element for effective 
universal homogeneity.  Clearly. i~" the G6del number of (h . . . . . .  )~) is the ~trs. t 
enumerated in ~o, ther~ t,~-h,,a,,  . . . . . . . .  ~La, is out in S and hence L,a = 
hoa0 + . ' -  + ),,a, rood S. Conversely° supt-. :)se that the G6det number of (A~, . . . . .  ,L) 
never gets enumerated in at,. Ttze~ t,,r any choice of scalars )to . . . . .  A, t ,~-  
(Aoao + • • • + A,a, ) is independent rood S and hence v~ / A~ao -+, • •. + A,a, ~aod & 
(This follows .~rom the construct:on since for k = 1,2 . . . . .  k = j (n ,  i. t) n = the 
G6del number of (a~, . . . . .  a,}, let a ~: (T~--, U {,0 . . . . .  a,})*. Then vo + t~, t,., '~ t . . . . .  is 
a ;quence of independent elements.) It follows that v, is independent of 
ao, . . ., at Irlod 5'. 
We now look at quetle, ' ts V..m.~d ~.~ V~ ~(V. . )  and establish the following 
completeness property. 
Theorem 6.4. Let  V be at~ r e. suL,~ ~ace t~f V~ "~nd S an EUH kernel  ~lT:en there 
exists a general recursive f :  V . -~  ~'~ such ~hat f induces a monomorph ism on 
V= rood V to ~ rood S. This f can be chosen ~o be t - t .  
Proof. Effectively enumerate ~;,',~, as ao, a~ . . . . .  We now enumerate another 
sequence b0, b~ . . . .  vs follows. Having computed b,, . . . . .  b~ so that 
(a,~mod ~ .. . .  a, rood V) has the same type as (b0mod 5, . . . .  b, rood S).  compute 
b,.~ by Lenma 6.2 so that (aomodV.  . . . .  a ,~rnodV)  has the same type as 
(bomod S , . . ,  b, rood S). Then f :  V=-~ V~ defined by . f(a,) = b, induces the ap- 
propriate n onomorphi.,,m. However  this f may not be i - t  since a,.:  ~ a .... . . .  a, 
does not necessarily imply that b,~, / b,~ . . . . .  b, (only that a,., / ao . . . . .  a: mod V 
implies b~,~  b, . . . .  , b, rood S). However  we can choose b,.~ # bo . . . . .  ~~, as follows. 
Lel V be a recursively enumerable but not recursive subspace of V.. Obtain .[ as 
above. 7"hvn f ( ' / )  cannot generate 1 finite dimensionaf st~bspaee S'  of V~, because 
S' would then ~:e a recursive set whkh would in turn make V a recursive set. We 
now have an r,.'. i~.fi~i~c dimensim~al subspace S'  of S generate~ i~y f (V) .  Now 
modify the proof of Lcmma 5.2 ~s follows. Enumerate  S '  until a~ s ~ 9'  turns up 
with v + s differeat from b, ....... b,. Tbi.~ will happen since S '  is infini:e dimensional. 
Then choose b,+~ = v + s. 
We note that ar~ index fe f c:~m~ be cornpvted from an index of V and an index of 
the universal h mmgeneity p,-,cedure for S. 
Lemma 6.5. (C. J  Ash) Suppose v" and W are r.e. subs;mcc:: o f  V~ ~:nd W is infinite 
dimensional.  Suppose ~hat f :  V~.~-~ V~ is a l - t  recursive funct~ot~ which i;;duces a 
monomorph ism J?om V~ rood V to V~ :nod W. Then there is a recursive t t~mor 'pk -  
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ism F : V~.-~ V:~ which induces ~'.he same monomorphism of *, % rood V to V~ rood W 
as does f. Moreover if r is a permutation of V~ then F is an automorphism of V=. 
Proof. Enumerate V.. effectively as v,~, v, . . . .  a~_~d supFose that F(vo) . . . . . .  F(v~) 
ha~," been defined so that F i~duces a moaoa~orph sm of (~,, . . . . .  v,)* onto 
(F~(~.,,,) . . . . .  F0~,,))* and F(~,)-~ W :=: .f(t~,) + W (i = 0 . . . . .  n). If v,,,, is depe~den~ on 
~ ..... . .  v,,, say ~,,,~ : t,,r~, ~, + ,L~v,,, ~e~ F(v~, , )= \ , F (~:0)+. . -+  ;L..F(v,,). Then 
F(v , . , )+  W = (AoF(v.)+ . . .  + a ,F (v . ) )+ W 
= a0(F (vo)+ W)+ . . . .  > a . (FO, , )+  W) 
= x,,(.f(v,,)* w)+. . .  + a,,(r(v,,) + w)  
:~/(,L,t,o +""  + ;\,,~,,) + W = f(v,,~ 1) + W. 
If t~,,,, is independet~t of v~ . . . . .  ~,, generate W until a w,@ W is found with 
t'(v,,, ,)+ w.:, independent of F(vo} . . . . .  F(v~,). and let F(v, ,~,)=f(v, .~)+ wo. The 
aulomorphism assertion is guaranteed by a back and forth argmnent. 
Suppose S,. S: are EL, H .xerneL. There exists a recursive automorphism F of V. 
such that F (S , )= S:. 
Theorem 6.0. Suppose S~, S.. are EUH kernels. There exists a recursive automorph- 
ism F of ~.'~ such that F(S:) = S._. 
Proof. Immediate by Lemma 6.5. 
Theorem 6.7. Et,erv EUH kernel of V~. is a creative subspace. 
Proof. Let S be a~ EUH kernel, let V be a creative subspace of V~. Use Theorem 
6.4 to get a one-one general recursive ,f': V~--, V:.. such that f induces a 
monomorphism of V,.mod V into V:~ roodS. Then for x ~ V~., we have x ~ V if 
and only if ] ' (x )~ S. Thus V is 1-1 redacible to S. By Theorem 5.2 V is a creative 
se~. hence so is S. By Theorem 5.2 S is a creative subspace of V~. 
Theorem 6.8. Let S be an EUH kernel, There is no r.e. basis of S extendible to an 
r.e. basis of V~. 
Proof. The proof succeeds by showing that if there were an r.e. basis B of V~ such 
that (B g'l S)* = S, then a certain partial recursive function which is not exgendible 
to a total recursive one would become so extendible. 
Let e,,,e~ . . . .  be an effective enumerat ion of B such that eo.~ S. By effective 
universal homogeneity we have that for any i we can compute an a~ in V~ such tha~ 
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I h~eo rood S 
a, = 1. independent of eo rood S 
if h is the first element of 
the field enumerated in ~o, 
if ,m element ~f the field ever 
gets mmmerated i~l ~o,. 
By the recursive enumerabif ity of B we can effectively compute a, = 
Aoe.+ A ~e~ + . . . .  ~- h~,,~, l)efi~,e a general recursive function g by.. g[ i )  = A,;. Since 
B - S is a basis of V~,mod S we have lhat g(i) = £ whe~ever L is tl'..e fi:st element. 
of the field enmnerated in go~. (We assume that the base field F. a recurs, ee set, has 
at least two elements). Let p(i) be any partial recucsive function with all values in F. 
Compute an index f(i) of the set 
I {p(i)} i ~" p( i )  is defined, 
a~/o) 1 
L 0 otb, erwise. 
Now if p(i) is defined then ~om~={p(i)} so that the first etemcllt ~f F 
enumerated in ~oaa is p(i) whence g( f t i ) )=  p(i) .  But g , ' (  is a *oral recursive 
function extending p. 
We have introduced "effectively invariant'" subclasses of o~(V=) in the following 
sense. Call a lattice" automorphis:n F of 29"(I;~) reeursive if there is a re:ursive 
permutation p of V~ such that {p(v)! v ~ V} = F(V)  for all V ~=o ~(V~.  Call a 
subclass C of ~(li.C) @ceively im.,ariang if closed trader ait recursive ?<, omor- 
phis':ns of 50(V~). 
Corollary 6.9. There exist creatiw' subspaces C,, C.. of V= such that there is no 
recursive automon~hism F of 5~(¥'~) such ~ha~ F(C J  = C:. 
Proof. !,et C, = C* where C is a :reative subset of a recursive basis B c~ V.. and 
let C: be an EUH kernel. Then C~ ha~ an r.e. basis extendible to a recursive basis of 
V~. while C; does not. But the class of spaces possess]rig an r.e, basis exte~dible to a 
recursive basi~ of V~ is effectivei) iiwa~;ant. 
Coroliary 6.9 impiies of cov, rse that there is no recursive automorpl: ism of V~. 
mapping C~ onto C> It also follows that if C is generated by a creative .,;ubset of a 
recursive basis of I/',, then V:. rood C is not EUH.  We remark finally that aside 
from the class of spaces will': an r.e. basis extendible to a recursive basis of V= the 
following classes are aiso e,~sily found to be effecti', ety invariant: creative spaces, 
spaces wM,. an r.e. basis e~.tendib!e to an infiai*e!y larger r e. in&pendent  set, 
maximal spaces, maximal spaces with no r.e. exte~tdibD basis, at:d effectively 
universal homogeneous kernels. 
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